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Abstract 

Model biopolymers are powerful tools to guide the interpretation of physical properties in 

complex systems. (Pro-Pro-Gly)10, (PPG)10, is a collagen model peptide, whose structure is known 

at high resolution. Herein, Raman microscopy data of (PPG)10 powders and single crystals are 

reported. The spectra interpretation leads to an accurate assignment of three well-resolved amide 

bands corresponding to the three peptide bonds (PP, PG and GP) present in the (PPG)10 structure. 

These data together with the availability of torsional angles φ and ψ derived from the high-

resolution crystal structure, provide the opportunity to test the validity of theoretical equations for 

the calculation of non canonical amide III bands and represent a reference for theoretical 

calculations of vibrational spectra and for polyproline II detection in complex proteins. 

Spectroscopic data do not support the indication of two distinct and equally populated up and 

down conformations of the pyrrolidin rings observed in the (PPG)10 crystal structure. 

 

Keywords: Raman crystallography, collagen, amide bands, proline puckering. 
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Introduction 

Collagen, the most abundant protein in animals, readily forms fibers, which yield mechanical 

support to skin, tendons and bones. In the last decade, a variety of collagen model polypeptides 

have been synthesized and characterized, and they have shed light on peculiar features related to 

collagen structure and stability. 

 Two of these collagen models, (Pro-Pro-Gly)10, referred to as (PPG)10, and (Pro-Hyp-Gly)10 

(POG) adopt a structural motif typical of a triple helix. (PPG)10 is well characterized both from a 

structural [1] and a thermodynamic [2] point of view. Particularly, the melting temperature 

associated to the trimer disassembly is around 40 °C [2]. The low-resolution picture of (PPG)10 

shows a cylinder with length and diameter of 8.6 and 1.5 nm, respectively. The high resolution 

(1.3 Å) crystallographic structure of (PPG)10 (Protein Data Bank code 1K6F) revealed accurate φ 

and ψ angles, and an alignment between chains driven by the charged extremity (N and C 

terminals) [1]. Based on high resolution structural information of (PPG)10 [1], generalized as (X-

Y-G)10, a new hypothesis was proposed for the extra stabilization induced by Hyp in Y [3]. This 

hypothesis is based on intrinsic conformational propensities of pyrrolidine rings within the triple 

helix of (X-Y-Gly)10. According to this hypothesis, proline rings in the X position take down 

puckering and those in the Y position take up puckerings. Here, up and down puckerings 

correspond to the negative and positive values of χ1 dihedral angles, respectively. This strict 

dependence of proline puckering on its position in the triplet was first observed at 100 K inside the 

(PPG)10 crystals for the inner proline residues [1], though the equivalent structure for (PPG)9 

revealed that five proline residues at the Y position are in a down puckering conformation [4]. 

Furthermore, NMR study of (POG)10 in an aqueous solution showed that proline residues at the X 
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position have a down puckering conformation [5]. Successively, proline ring puckering of (Pro-

Hyp-Gly)10 was re-examined using X-ray diffraction data collected at high resolution (1.26 Å) in 

order to obtain reliable information both at 100 K and room temperature [6]. At 100 K, all the 

seven Hyp residues in the asymmetric unit at the Y position show up puckerings, while proline 

rings at the X position take three up and four down puckerings. Differently, at room temperature, 

X position has one up and six down puckerings in (Pro-Hyp-Gly)11. The crystal structure of 

(GOO)9 shows even up puckering of the proline ring in the X position [7]. 

 Raman spectroscopy has been extensively used on protein systems in order to investigate 

secondary structure features [8], ligand binding [9], Se-Met incorporation [10], disulfide-bridge 

formation and conformation [11]. Raman microscopy is a valuable tool in assisting 

biocrystallographers [12, 13], and it is now available on synchrotron beamlines [14]. Many Raman 

studies have been conducted to detect polyproline II conformation in oligo- [15, 16], poly-peptides 

and proteins [17]. Raman optical activity [18] and UV-Raman resonance spectroscopy [19] are 

also valuable tools to extract secondary structural details. Ab initio studies [20] and semi-empirical 

relationships [21, 22] of amide I and III bands (IR inactive) with torsional angles φ and ψ are also 

available. The availability of polypeptides such as (PPG)10 with a repetitive primary structure 

[only three types of peptide bonds (PP, PG and GP)], and a unique polyproline II secondary 

structure in a pure triple-helix quaternary structure provides the opportunity to define a 

relationship between vibrational properties and high-resolution structural details. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Materials. (PPG)10 powders were purchased from Peninsula Laboratories.  The other chemicals 

used in this work were purchased from Sigma Chemical Co.  
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(PPG)10 crystallization. Granada crystallization boxes [23] have been used to crystallize (PPG)10. 

(PPG)10 crystals have been grown as reported in ref 29 and have an average size of 0.2 x 0.2 x 0.1 

mm3. 

 

Raman microscopy. A confocal Raman microscope (Jasco, NRS-3100) was used to obtain Raman 

spectra of (PPG)10 powders and single crystals. The 632.8-nm line of a He-Ne laser (1 mW at the 

sample), was injected into an integrated Olympus microscope and focused to a spot size of 

approximately 4 μm by a 20 x objective. A holographic notch filter was used to reject the 

excitation laser line. The Raman backscattering was collected at 180°, using a 0.1 mm slit and a 

diffraction lattice of 1200 groove/mm corresponding to an average spectral resolution of 4 cm-1. It 

takes 200 s both for crystals and powders to collect a complete data set by a Peltier-cooled 1024 x 

128 pixel CCD photon detector (Andor DU401BVI). Wavelength calibration has been performed 

by using polystyrene as a standard. Raman microscopy measurements on (PPG)10 samples were 

conducted transferring crystals into a hanging drop reactor using the same setup described in ref 

10.  

 

Results and discussion 

A Raman microscopy study was conducted on (PPG)10  powders and single crystals. (PPG)10 

crystals grown for this Raman studies are isomorphous with those used for the structural 

determination [1]. Spectra at low (400-1200 cm-1) and high (1200-1700 cm-1) frequency are 

reported in Figure 1 A and B. The Raman spectrum of a polypeptide is usually subdivided into 

three main regions of interest: 1) the range between 870–1150 cm−1 associated with the vibrations 
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of the backbone Cα-C and Cα-N; 2) the range between 1230–1350 cm−1 containing the amide III 

region vibrations associated with normal modes of various combinations of the Cα-H and N-H 

deformations together with the Cα-C and Cα-N stretches [24]; 3) the range between 1630–1700 

cm−1 associated with C=O stretching modes, defined amide I region [25].  

In our case, the assignment of the primary structure features of Raman bands is very 

straigthforward, since only Pro side-chains are present. For (PPG)10 crystals, signals corresponding 

to the mother liquor (containing PEG 400 10 %, sodium acetate 100 mM pH 5.3) are observed and 

are marked by a star in the Raman spectra. For (PPG)10 powders, no background peak is expected. 

Frequencies corresponding to the major bands and their tentative assignments, proposed in 

agreement with previous studies [26], are reported in Table 1. The CH regions, reported in the 

supplementary material (Figure S1), is similar to the proline spectrum [27]. 

Since crystals are isomorphous to those used for structural determination [1], the Raman 

crystallography study of (PPG)10 provides the opportunity to define a relationship between 

vibrational properties and high-resolution structural details regarding both the φ and ψ torsional 

angles and the proline puckering. 

 

Amide bands 

Raman amide I [28]  and amide III [22] frequencies correlate with Ramachandran torsion angles 

and hydrogen bonds. Therefore, these bands reveal secondary structure features and hydration 

level. The peculiar absence of intra/inter chain H-bond in the (PPG)10 structure implies a relevant 

effect of the hydration patter to define the super-assembly [1, 6]. The position of three amide I 

bands in (PPG)10 crystals (1629, 1645 and 1669 cm-1) is in good agreement with previous FT-IR 

absorption spectra of (PPG)10 solution  [29]. This finding provides strong evidence of  similar 
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hydration and Ramanchandran angles between (PPG)10 solutions and crystals, thus suggesting that 

crystal packing effects are not detectable for this (PPG)10 Raman study. In the FT-IR study [29], 

the central peak has the highest absorbance, followed by the shoulders 1629 and 1667 cm-1 , 

whereas in this Raman study the 1629 cm-1 peak has highest intensity, followed by the peaks 1645 

and 1669 cm-1. These three bands correspond to three non-equivalent amide C=O groups in each 

of the Pro-Pro-Gly units. According to a previous study [29], the main peak at 1629 cm-1 comes 

mainly from  the carbonyl of Pro in X position (with a small contribution of the glycyl group). The 

high frequency peak is mainly due to the carbonyl of Pro in Y position, whereas the central peak 

comes from the glycyl carbonyl, with a minor contribution of X and Y Pro carbonyls.  

The amide I bands of (PPG)10 crystals and powders are significantly different, not only for the 

intensity distribution of the crystal spectrum (depending on the orientation of the polarization of 

the exciting laser beam with respect to the main axes of the Raman tensor in the respective unit 

cell [30]), but also for the frequency of the Raman peaks. Analogously to (PPG)10 crystals, spectra 

of (PPG)10 powders are characterized by three distinct well-resolved amide I bands (1638, 1655, 

1690 cm-1), suggesting only one conformation (φ and ψ pair) for each residue of the repeating 

triplet. The three amide I bands, and especially the well resolved band at 1690 cm-1, do not match 

the frequencies reported by FT-IR solution studies  for the unfolded (PPG)10 (maximum at 1633 

and a shoulder at 1665 cm-1) or for the unfolded polyproline (one band at 1621 cm-1) [29]. 

Therefore, the differences between amide I regions of (PPG)10 powders and crystals might be 

attributed to a different hydration state, due to the liophylization process used to prepare 

commercial powder. 

The 1200-1350 cm-1 region of (PPG)10, generalized as (X-Y-G)10, is here reported for the first 

time. The analysis of the 1200 and 1350 cm-1 region is problematic for Pro residues. Indeed, 
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prolines do not exhibit a canonical amide III vibration owing to the absence of a NH bond. 

Nevertheless, in this region two major bands can be distinguished, both for (PPG)10 crystals and 

powders. For powders, two prominent bands are observed (1249 and 1269 cm-1). Furthermore, a 

very minor higher frequency band has been observed at ca. 1302 cm-1. For (PPG)10 single crystals, 

two prominent shorter frequencies  at ca. 1249 and 1274 cm-1 and a very minor higher frequency 

(ca. 1320 cm-1) are observed. 

The analysis of these three bands in the amide III (Table 1) has been tentatively carried out by a 

correlation between predicting equations derived for canonical amide III bands [21, 22]  and the 

structural information of (PPG)10 average ψ angles previously reported [1]. In fact, though the φ 

angles vary as well along the helix [1], the φ angular dependence of amide III frequency is 

supposed to be small [22]. In general, predictive equations [21, 22] capture the physics of the 

frequence dependence in that they calculate the ψ angular dependence of the coupling of the 

Amide III vibration with Cα-H bending. If the 1200-1320 cm-1 region has a significant 

contribution of the non-canonical amide III bands expected for Pro residues, besides the CH2 

rocking-wagging bands, the comparison between experimental bands in the amide III region and 

predicted amide III frequencies is good for the Asher’s equation [21] (see Table 2), but not for 

others [22]. Despite the hydration, accurately described in the structural studies [1, 6],  is not 

included explicitly into the successful semi-empirical equation [21], the agreement between 

experimental and theoretical frequencies in the amide III region of (PPG)10  is quite good. Within 

this assignment, the strong putative amide III bands correspond to the two proline residues in X 

and Y position, whereas the very minor amide III bands correpond to the Gly amide bonds.  

 

Proline puckering 
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Regarding the proline puckering in collagen-model peptides, multiple structural observations have 

been reported, as summarized in the Introduction. Raman crystallography might shed light on this 

issue, since the preferential alternate up and down puckering of the proline ring observed in 

(PPG)10 crystal structure [1]  is expected to have a vibrational spectroscopy counterpart. Indeed, 

Raman bands are sensitive to the Pro ring puckering [26]. In particular, on the bases of DFT 

calculations performed on the two isomers (puckering up and down) of proline zwitterion,  several 

vibrational modes are expected at different frequency, producing band broadening or even two 

well-resolved bands [26].  Though the two equally intense bands at 564 and 543 cm-1 in Figure 1B 

might remind a doublet (568 and 546 cm-1 ) for ring bending II (mode 7 in ref [26]) of the two up 

and down isomers reported by Kapitan et al for Pro zwitterion, [26] the inspection of (PPG)10 

crystal Raman spectra does not indicate other predicted doublets. This observation can be 

explained with a higher abundance of down Pro conformation in (PPG)10 crystals  [1, 4, 6] or with 

a failure in extending DFT calculations on Pro zwitterion and Polyproline [26] to (PPG)10. In the 

last case, further computational analyses are required to definitively assign the bands 

corresponding to the two up and down isomers of proline rings in (PPG)10. Ultimately, this work 

does not support the indication of two distinct and equally populated up and down conformations 

of the pyrrolidin rings observed in the (PPG)10 crystal structure. 

 

Altogether these data suggest that Raman microscopy of single crystals is  a valuable tool to 

study ring conformation and amide bands, detectable in solution only via UV Resonance Raman 

(UV-RR ) spectra. Possible disadvantages of Raman crystallography versus UV-RR can be a) the 

presence of mother liquor and b) the risk of structural perturbation induced by packing contacts. 

On the other hand, advantages are a) a tight comparison between microscopic spectra and crystal 
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structure, when compared under the same environmental conditions (e.g. temperature and 

cryoprotectant) and b) that UV-RR solution spectra register a distribution of aggregation states and 

of accessible torsional angles, possibly wider in solution than in the crystal phase.  
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Figure and table captions  

 

Figure 1. Medium frequency (A) and low frequency (B) Raman spectra of (PPG)10 powders, 

crystals, and mother liquor from which crystals grew up (ML). In spectra (A) and (B) the signals 

attributed to the mother liquor are tagged as by a star. Spectral resolution is 4 cm-1. 

 

Table 1. Tentative assignment of characteristic Raman bands measured for (PPG)10 crystals 

and powders. 

  

Table 2. Comparison between experimental data and predictions of the semi-empirical 

Asher’s equation 21 for the (PPG)10 amide III bands. 

 

Supplementary material 

 

Figure S1. CH region Raman spectra of (PPG)10 powders, crystals, and mother liquor from 

which crystals grew up (ML). In the spectrum signals attributed to the mother liquor are tagged as 

by a star. Spectral resolution is 4 cm-1. 
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Table 1. Tentative assignement of the (PPG)10 Raman shift. s: strong; m: medium; w: weak; sh: shoulder; vw: very weak.  
Band frequency 

(cm-1) 

of (PPG)10 crystal 

Band frequency 

(cm-1) 

of (PPG)10 powder 

Tentative assignment1 of vibration modes 

310 s 309 Delocalized modes 

342 w - “ 

394 m 394 “ 

451 s 451 “ 

523 m 527 “ 

543 w 543 “ 

564 m 562 “ 

592 w 594 “ 

671 m - “ 

741 w - “ 

762 m 763 “ 

807 m 802 (C–C) stretch of backbone 

854 m - (C-C) ring 

872 s 869 - 

911 w - ring breathing modesb 

928 s 926 C-N, C-C stretch, CH bending, delocb 

966 w 967 “ 

999 w - “ 

1013 w 1018 “ 

1022 w - “ 

1051 m 1053 “ 

1100 m 1097 „ 

1159 w 1160 “ 

1174 w - “ 

1194 w 1193 “ 

1205 w 1206 “ 

1249 s 1249 CH2 rocking, Amide III 

1274 s 1269 “ 

1320 sh 1302 CH2 wagging, Amide III 

1320 1329 CH2 wagging 

1343 w - CH2 wagging 

1452 vs 1398, 1452 Amide II, Cα-H bend, CH2 scissoring 

1629 s 1638 Amide I 

1645 sh 1655 “ 

1669 m 1690 “ 

                                                 
1 Assignement after ref [26]. A putative contribution of non-canonical Amide III bands is also reported.  
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Table 2. Comparison between experimental data and predictions of the semi-empirical Asher’s 
equation [21] [( ( )°+−= 5.2sincm8.46cm1265 -1-1 ψν ] for the (PPG)10 putative amide III bands. 
 
Peptidic 
bond 

ψexp (°) AmIIIexp (cm-1) AmIIIcalc (cm-1) 

X-Y 164 ± 4 1274 ±1 1272 ± 20 
Y-G 152 ± 3 1249 ±1 1259 ± 18 
G-X 176 ± 3 1320 ±1 1307 ± 15 
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